The Beaver matmen used the Tufts Jamboree for their second victim of the year as the Freshmen and Varsity won by the scores of 23-13 and 29-3 respectively. The freshmen collected their victory on three pins, a decision and a forfeit against two pins and a decision. The varsity won by three pins, three decisions and a default against one decision.

Graef Wins Opener

First varsity match on the mats was the 120 pound class clash between Jack Graef of MIT vs. Howland of Tufts. The match was very close and was well fought. Jack won by a decision 4-2. Jack looks better at his new weight class. Dick Deangelis worked quickly and pinned him in 3 minutes and 46 seconds. This was actually Dick's first match of the year. He looks to be in good shape and did an excellent job on the Freshman Team last year. He won his first match by forfeit.

Kennedy Takes Fast Win

Jack Kennaday working with his usual speed and deadline pinned his man 2 minutes, 40 seconds the fastest time for the varsity of the day. Jack's opponent was Gustaf of Tufts. Dick Crowell lost a well fought battle to Byron of Tufts. Dick lost by the score of 19-10. Dick suffers a little from lack of experience. He couldn't wrestle last year because he was ineligible to attend school because of experience. He couldn't wrestle last year because he was ineligible to attend school.

Larry who just recently joined the style of wrestling that is wrestling-

of Tufts. Larry worked his usual point convincing in his 9-4 victory over Swain of 8-4. MIT then pulled ahead with victory on scores of 23-13 and 29-3 respectively. The freshmen collected their victim of the year as the Freshmen and Varsity team took full advantage of the handlings of the Freshman Team. The longer was slow in starting, and had falen county points behind before their attach begin to move. Defensive lapses throughout the game allowed the taller City team to take full advantage of these chances and run up the back score. City had a good night, hitting well from both outside and inside the team. Evans with 20, Schott with 15, and Desmond with 13, led the scoring for City. Kilby and Weber led the Beaver scoring with 12 and 10 points respectively. During the second period, both second teams were on the floor, and here the Engineers showed up well, outgrowing the New Yorkers for a time.

Tech Hockey Team Defeated By Tufts

The Beaver hockey team suffered their first defeat of the year at the hands of the Tufts Skaters by the score of thirteen to three. The Engineers poor showing may be attributed to the lack of practice last week. One hopeful sign, however, is the fact that all skating for the Ice- rink was done by Sophomores with promising talent in the future.

At the end of the first period the score was tied one to one, with Both teams putting on a show start. Borsch scored for Tech. Tufts was well out ahead when the second period ended with a score of nine to two. Borsch again provided the only goal for Tech.

The first score was thirteen to three, De Vos scoring during the last period.

The final score was 16,1952.
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